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The Song of Psyche: Corners of a Soul’s Otherworlds step into 
a realm where the ordinary transforms into the extraordinary, 
and the familiar takes on an otherworldly allure. As the chill 
of winter looms, the atmosphere becomes charged with an eerie, 
fairy-tale-like energy, an anticipation that transcends the 
mundane. During this prelude to the winter holiday season, we 
invite you to delve into the human condition’s mysterious, 
uncanny, and enchanting aspects. The exhibition presents 
the dialogue of seemingly opposite, albeit intuitional, 
dreamscapes. The juxtaposition of difference, however, is a key 
to the uncharted territories of imagination, where the lines 
between reality and fantasy blur.
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Edward Bekkerman participated in a group exhibition entitled “Talent” at the Alan 
Stone Gallery, New York City (1995), and a traveling exhibition entitled “Jesus 
Christ in Christian Art and Culture” in San Marino, Italy (2000). 

“All that is solid melts into air,” in the ephemeral world of Edward Bekkerman’s 
“Dream” and “Spirit” paintings, abstract-looking images that are in fact as richly 
and minutely detailed as an illuminated manuscript penned by a Medieval monk. 
Rather than the common interpretation of this phrase made famous by Marx—which 
continues, “all that is holy is profaned” —Bekkerman’s work expresses precisely 
the opposite, discovering the mystical in the otherwise ordinary, transmogrifying 
superficial reality into a spirit world.
     
Phoebe Hoban:
The paintings of Edward Bekkerman maintain an interiority whose vertical forms, 
are at once abstract and strangely human. Bekkerman offers his audience these 
presences as a means of communicating with an ethereal world in which the shapes 
of angels and people seem to have been merged into a single gestalt.
     
Jonathan Goodman, Art critic, professor at Prague University, professor at Parsons 
The New School For Desig
As a creative personality, Edward Bekkerman has developed along the lines of 
classical modernism. He creates and inhabits his own world. He does not regard 
matters of self-expression as an excuse for irony. He does not ask the public to 
play along with him or solve intellectual crosswords; what he demands is fully-
fledged emotional contact. Even in his behavior, he adheres to the mythology 
of modernism (which the classics of modernism have themselves already broken, 
appearing in the role of newsmakers). He is a solitary artist, an individualist 
far removed from the professional environment and little concerned about public 
relations or his relationship with the establishment. While such a stance might be 
regarded as archaic, experience shows that it always incorporates great potential 
topicality. In Bekkerman’s case, it is wholly natural. His art is foreordained to 
be understood.

Edward Bekkerman (b. 1958) is Russian born 
American artist who trained as a dancer 
with the Bolshoi Theatre before studying 
at the Arts Students League, New York. 
He has contributed to notable surveys of 
Russian art shown across Europe, Asia 
and the US. Solo shows include Osthaus-
Museum Hagen, Germany; The State Russian 
Museum, St Petersburg and Moscow MOMA, 
Russia. His work is held in the permanent 
collection of the State Russian Museum, 
St. Petersburg; Museum of Miniature Art in 
Amsterdam, Moscow MOMA and in prominent 
private and corporate collections 
worldwide.
His solo exhibition “Heaven” took place at 
The State Russian Museum, St. Petersburg, 
and Sochi Art Museum in 2017. His series 
“Beyond Dreams” was featured at the Museum 
of Modern Art, Moscow.
An extensive one-man show entitled “Guard-
ians of the Soul” was held at the State 
Russian Museum in 1994.



Edward Bekkerman 
THE FACE OF LABYRINTH OF LOVE, 
2021

mixed media on linen canvas, 
45 x 45 in (114.3 x 114.3 cm)

PRICE: 45,000.00 (GBP)+VAT
+44(0)7541251979

info@shtager-shch.com



Edward Bekkerman 
LABIRINTH OF LOVE #3,2020

Mixed media on canvas, 67x61 
in (170x155 cm)

EXHIBITED: Labyrinths of 
Love. Osthaus Museum Hagen. 
September 2021- January 2022

PRICE: 55,000.00 (GBP)+VAT
+44(0)7541251979

info@shtager-shch.com



Edward Bekkerman
SOUL OF A SAMURAI #6, 2021

mixed media on linen canvas, 
91.5 x 91.5 cm (36 x 36 in)

EXHIBITED: Labyrinths of Love. 
Osthaus Museum Hagen. September 
2021- January 2022

PRICE: 40,000.00 (GBP)+VAT +44(0)7541251979
info@shtager-shch.com



Edward Bekkerman
FROM THE SERIES “LABYRINTHS OF 
LOVE” TRIPTYCH #2, 2021

mixed media on board, 12 x 36 
in (30 x 91 cm)
EXHIBITED: The Palm Beach Show, 
West Palm Beach, FL, Feb. 12-
16, 2021

PRICE: 25,000.00 (GBP)+VAT
+44(0)7541251979

info@shtager-shch.com



Edward Bekkerman 
CELEBRATION OF LIGHT, 2020

mixed media on board, 76 x 76 
cm (30 x 30 in)

EXHIBITED: Labyrinths of 
Love. Osthaus Museum Hagen. 
September 2021- January 2022

PRICE: 35,000.00 (GBP)+VAT
+44(0)7541251979

info@shtager-shch.com



Edward Bekkerman 
HAPPY VICTORY, 2018
mixed media on canvas, 143 x 
115 cm (56 x 45 in)
EXHIBITED: Labyrinths of 
Love. Osthaus Museum Hagen. 
September 2021- January 2022

PRICE: 40,000.00 (GBP)+VAT
+44(0)7541251979

info@shtager-shch.com



Edward Bekkerman 
ABSTRACT COMPOSITION, 2019

mixed media on canvas, 35.5 x 
34.5 in (90 x 88 cm)

EXHIBITED: The Palm Beach 
Show, West Palm Beach, FL, 
Feb. 12-16, 2021

PRICE: 35,000.00 (GBP)+VAT
+44(0)7541251979

info@shtager-shch.com



Edward Bekkerman 
HAPPY VALENTINES! 2022

Mixed media on canvas, 30 x 30 
in (76.2 x 76.2 cm)

EXHIBITED: Labyrinths of 
Love. Osthaus Museum Hagen. 
September 2021- January 2022

PRICE: 33,000.00 (GBP)+VAT
+44(0)7541251979

info@shtager-shch.com



Edward Bekkerman 
ABSTRACT COMPOSITION, 2021

mixed media on canvas, 45 x 45 
in (114 x 114 cm)

EXHIBITED: Labyrinths of 
Love. Osthaus Museum Hagen. 
September 2021- January 2022

PRICE: 45,000.00 (GBP)+VAT
+44(0)7541251979

info@shtager-shch.com



THE SONG OF PSYCHE: CORNERS OF A SOUL’S OTHERWORLDS.
Edward Bekkerman & Nicola Turner

by Denis Maksimov-Gupta

Psychology is the science of the soul; however, the definition of its very 
core subject remains somewhat mysterious. What constitutes our consciousness, 
awareness, and feelings — is the fundamental question of ontology, phenomenology 
and neuroscience. Artistic responses tap into the areas of our cognition with 
aesthetic take, presenting us with the sensation of thinking through intuitive 
emotional response. Is the appearance constituting its realness? Is the very 
fact of rationalisation of the problem of existence a sufficient condition for 
legitimisation of our reality? Or are we and the surrounding mere projectiles of 
neurons and our brain as an arch-complex mysterious computing machine?

Edward Bekkerman’s colourful paintings manifest the bright complexity of the 
kaleidoscopic mind. Consisting of rich colour schemes, the countless swirls blend 
and dissipate one another as the thoughts in restlessly curious minds. “All that 
is solid melts into air” — the artist said once in an interview. Just as the 
material solids are temporary, so are the solids of the thoughts and concepts. 
The swirl and consecrated circles are sacred symbols in many pre-historical 
cultures. Archaeologists presume that spirals in the Minoan civilisation, for 
example, could have been the most fundamental depiction of the life span. The 
metaphysical depth of its essence counterweights the symbol’s simplicity — before 
time became a line, clearly outlining the border between past, present and future, 
the “spiral” or “circular” time presented life as a conscious pathway from the 
beginning to the beginning. The linear timeline of nowness shows the end of the 
line as a tragic cliff, a rapturous lot, which disrupts the gift of life and 
sends the living away to the dark, unwanted depths of the unknown land of death. 
Bekkerman’s bright canvases hint at the ethereal worlds beyond the visible by 
our retinas, the reality which might not be graspable by the limited instruments 
of our phenomenological perception. In the spirit of Robert Smithson’s “Spiral 
Jetty” or Jackson Pollock’s engagement with the unspeakable in mind, the artist’s 
language continues the complex tradition and legacy of abstraction, walking on the 
infinitely sharp line between heresy and sanctity. 

Nicola Turner’s sculptures, reminiscent of Louise Bourgeois’s oeuvre, can appear 
to the viewer as something dreadful. Voluminous, dark and somewhat intimidating, 
they occupy furniture, climb the walls, linger on the floor, and block the 
doorways. They are like the thoughts always with us, beacons of the perception 
— as indicators of possibility or opportunity and danger or fear. The sculptures 
evoke the chill sensation of bodily presence without the potential to identify 
them as spirits from the Ghibli Studio universe or props from the play directed 
by Tim Burton. The taxonomy is thrown into confusion: the creatures are ageless, 
genderless, and a-aesthetic (as not identifiable as beautiful or ugly). Despite 
that, their presence is strikingly “real.” Turner’s sculptural practice throws 
the perception and definition of “being,” the core question of ontology, in the 
state of stasis — as if she suspends the possibility of categorisation. This 
gesture opens the potential for a radical democracy of bodies — something that 
Antonin Artaud, the theorist of radical theatre, dreamed about as a tool of 
ultimate emancipation for the human soul. The sculptures can appear as cocoons 
ready to metamorphose into something new: forms of life, ideas, or a whole new 
being. They open a door for fantasy, and what seems macabre in the beginning turns 
somewhat familiar and close as a horizon for possibility within the reach of one’s 
imagination.

Our minds are realms where the ordinary transforms into the extraordinary, and the 
mundane takes on an otherworldly allure. During this prelude to the winter holiday 
season, we invite you to delve into the human condition’s mysterious, uncanny, 
and enchanting aspects. The duo exhibition of Nicola Turner and Edward Bekkerman 
presents the dialogue of seemingly opposite, albeit intuitional, dreamscapes. As 
the chill of winter looms, the atmosphere becomes charged with an eerie, fairy-
tale-like energy, an anticipation that transcends the mundane. The juxtaposition 
of difference, however, is a key to the the uncharted territories of imagination, 
where the lines between reality and fantasy blur.
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